The conclusion of the study

This study sought to take project Alerkony criticism of the Islamkj mind, and put it in the balance of systematic criticism, the study was twofold: first part looks at the personal and philosophical foundations of Mohammed Arkoun introduced upbringing definition circumstances surrounding it and influenced his configured intellectual and philosophical In fact, Mohammed Arkoun is dutiful son of western thought and missionary schools and orientalist thought, study has provided evidence that where all reflected on his conceived and read the Q.uranic text and addressed his mistakes and lapses in this, the views Arkoun critif of islamic heritage, the study dealt with in the final chapter when signaled study full attack oriented Mohammed Arkoun towards imam Shafel and respond to it, study was presented evidence of the collapse of the scientific documentation and methodological commitment resulting his project in islamic mind criticism to failure, and in fact that the project Mohammed Arkoun needs more than one study, the issue is very serious